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This title was originally released in 2014When Raquel and Tobias meet, itâ€™s like pouring gasoline

on a flame, and sparks fly in all different directions.After Raquel's company, Hood Industries, leaves

construction worker Tobias Criss unemployed, he swears to get revenge on Raquel and her brother.

From the minute Raquel and Tobias meet, they feel an overwhelming attraction, but their

misconceptions of each other threaten to keep them apart. Raquel Hood has everything a woman

could want; money, beauty, and an entire town under her command. But after meeting Tobias,

Raquel realizes that sometimes money ainâ€™t enough.
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The book was ok. I'm happy that it wasn't based only on sexual gratification. I like the fact that it was

a male character that was the blue collar worker and the woman character that had the money.

What I didn't enjoy was how much of a cry baby Tobias was. I mean, grow a pair. Otherwise, it was

s a decent read.

The story seemed rush. Just when the story gets good it ends. The story was based IOn the lawsuit



and it was never resolved. That was skipped over. I would have also liked to have seen the

evolution of their relationship.

Amazing story. I loved the bond between Raquel & Tobias. She has never had love from the people

closest to her. Tobias showed her how to release the pain of her lost daughter and let love re-enter

her life. Adrian was a horrible brother. It had to take Raquel to tell him she was depressed for 2yrs

and felt like not living another day to get him to wake up. This story shows how people in the same

little situation can help each other heal from pain. Friends & grandma knew the deal and had to

make them realize...Money doesn't rule the heart when two people love each other regardless of

their financial status.

I would have loved to have seen more fire between Raquel and Tobias, but then this story really

was centered around healing, moving on, not let loss cause you to bury yourself in the darkness,

and it is not judging a person by what you see on the outside. Tobias saw Raquel and treated her

worse than a Hood Rat because she was responsible for being the reason why him and so many

others lost their jobs. His mouth said stay out of my life and stay away, but in time both of these

characters learn the truth about not only themselves but each other.

This is my first time reading this author's work, and it was an okay read for me. I found myself

struggling through the story, and just couldn't complete it. The chemistry between Rachel Hood and

Tobias Criss seems forced.

I have read quiet of few of Stacey-Deanne's books and enjoyed them all and this obe was no

different.This is Raquel and Tobias's story. Tobias blames Raquel and her brother's company for

him losing his job and therefore his ability to take care of his sick child and for that he resents

Raquel. He is not able to give into his attraction to Raquel because he sees her as the

enemy.Tobias and his friends are very rough on Raquel when she tries to mediate the situation with

Tobias and his workmates. Raquel took the abuse quiet well. While I was reading how he was

speaking to her I thought wow this rhetoric was intense!!! Raquel takes it and tries to help Tabias

and the others but they totally reject her. I thought she has some thick skin to endure all that and go

back for more.What I really liked about the story is the fact that for once the woman is the one with

all the money and the man is the one who is poor! I loved that she was not at Tobias' mercy.I

enjoyed the read.



A very clean story line that was true to life - there was a lot of anger and mistrust, but compassion

and caring about humanity was brought this story to life. Love does not know the color of our skin.

This book was very sweet and refreshing! The story was great exactly what I needed. It kept me

smiling the entire read. My favorite part was the little girl. Nothing tugs at a man's heart like a baby

girl!
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